
Basis’ optimization solutions utilize artificial intelligence to streamline 
campaign analysis and refinement in order to generate better outcomes - 
giving you more time to focus on business objectives and less on individual 
campaign tactics. 

ALGORITHMIC
-

Want granular control?

MACHINE LEARNING 
-

Want intelligence in the driver’s seat??

• Ideal to help you monitor the inventory in which your 
campaigns are buying.

• Choose from five different options to optimize against: 
CTR, eCPA, eCPCV, and VCR.

• Determine how the algorithm will work for you by setting 
the objectives and advanced control values. 

• Work with the optimizer by modifying individual domain, 
exchange, or placement bids or status. 

• Ideal for campaigns where you need multiple variables to 
be evaluated. 

• Let the technology evaluate over 30different targeting 
parameters to create an ideal optimization model for your 
campaigns.

• Allow the optimizer to submit smart bids based on the 
probability of the impressions won giving you the results 
you expect. 

• Permit your campaigns to learn from each other and 
aggregate success results to increase performance. 

AMPLE FLEXIBILITY IMPACTS PERFORMANCE FORBOTH 
OPTIMIZATIONS IN THREE CRUCIAL AREASS

-

Leverage your expertise to assist 
the optimizer in generating 
better outcomes.

Re-use learnings and transfer 
optimizations into new 
campaigns.

01

Choose from two different 
optimization options: machine 
learning or algorithmic.
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QUICK COMPARISON
-

PERFORMANCE
IMPROVEMENTS

OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

ALGORITHMIC MACHINE LEARNING BOTH

Inventory is analyzedevery 12 hours; all 
optimizations are captured in real time in 
the campaign grid for you to review. 

Increase the likelihood that your goal will be 
achieved through customized bids. 

Automating analysis and optimization 
enables your team to focus on larger 
strategies.

Over30 different targeting parameters are 
analyzed every 6 hours to create a unique 
optimization model for each brand.

Significantly reduce manual labor by 
letting the optimizers study data on your 
behalf.

Automated bid adjustmentsare made on 
each placement within a domain: the best-
performing inventory is rewarded while the 
low achievers are re-evaluate.

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE


